If you have
Santel FiberMaxx...
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You have some of the best Internet in the region!
If you do NOT have FiberMaxx, don’t worry, we’re coming soon!

One of the major advantages and uses for
FiberMaxx is to stream video. Let us show you how.
(this is the part where you flip this paper over)

Is Your TV Smart?
Is it Smart Enough?

Top FREE Content
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ABC (KSFY)
CBS (KELO)
FOX (KTTW)
NBC (KDLT)
...and more!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hell’s Kitchen
Roseanne
American Pickers
3rd Rock from the Sun
TONS of movies of all genres

Top Shows Streamed on
Amazon Prime Video
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Marvelous Mrs. Maisel
Sneaky Pete
Downton Abbey
Jack Ryan
Parks and Recreation
Bosch
Murder, She Wrote

Top Shows Streamed
on Netflix
1. The Office
2. Friends
3. Grey’s Anatomy
4. NCIS
5. Criminal Minds
6. Orange is the New Black
7. Ozark

If your TV is connected to the internet, you can
stream! Some TVs have apps and content built in, but
to unlock the most content, you may want to pick up a
streaming device such as an Amazon Firestick or Roku
Streaming Stick. Plug the device into one of the HDMI
ports on your TV and unlock more content than ever
before! Still not sure? Ask us or you can find several
step by step videos on YouTube.

Why Would I Stream if I
Already Have Santel Video?
The major reason people who stream video love it is
the ability to watch WHAT EVER they want, WHEN
EVER they want and WHERE EVER they are. Services
like Netflix, Hulu and Amazon Prime have a vast library
of shows that you know and love, as well as buzzworthy original programs that are gaining critical acclaim.
Many people stream video in addition to their regular
TV service.

What Can I Stream for FREE?
Here in South Dakota, we have Locast available to all
customers for FREE (like public television, donations
are encouraged). You can watch all the local broadcast stations ABC (KSFY), CBS (KELO), FOX (KTTW),
NBC (KDLT) via the Locast app on your phone or
on your TV. As you probably know, the cost of TV is
steadily increasing, and the broadcast stations make
up a large portion of your bill. In cases of a retransmission consent blackout, this is an alternative to succumbing to broadcasters price increase demands. For
more information, go to locast.org.
Want another way to watch those Minnesota Vikings games?
Download the NFL app on your
phone or tablet and your local NFL games (VIKINGS) are available for free, as well as primetime
games (Sunday, Monday, Thursday night games).
There are quite a few other apps that are free and
your smart TV or streaming stick may already be
loaded with these apps.
Go to www.santel.coop/streaming to learn more.

Other exciting content also on
Disney+, AppleTV+ and Hulu!
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